
Figure 7: De�ning the Mapping from the Local to the Global Relations.

Figure 8: The Result of the Global Query.23



Figure 5: Translating the Data into Local Relations.

Figure 6: Adding a New Source.22



Figure 3: De�ning the Query.

Figure 4: Searching for Data Sources Using W3QL.21
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fruitful research direction, that of \wrapping applications" out of basic tools that will be availableacross the network.The bibliography scenario is an example of a particular kind of cooperation. A W3GDB taskis carried out with the aid of W3QS (WWW searching), W3LEARN (source utility determinationand tagging) and W3TRANS (format conversion). This type of cooperation is by no means theonly one possible. We list several possible modes of cooperation among the tools:1. Direct W3GDB and W3QS cooperation. W3GDB can utilize W3QS querying capabilitiesdirectly for obtaining data from sites that are known to be relevant for a task. It may useW3QS's view mechanism to make sure that certain sources are accessed at pre-determinedtime intervals and are monitored for changes. It may also utilize W3LEARN to extract certainpieces of information, without using W3TRANS's format transformation capabilities.2. W3GDB and W3QS may utilize W3TRANS directly, without W3LEARN, in accessing knownstructured sources or (relational or object oriented) databases.3. PIM can utilize each of these tools in obtaining and organizing data.4. W3QS may use W3LEARN for examining information sources, as part of W3QL queries.Here, W3LEARN o�ers certain services in classifying the types of sources which W3QS canuse. Currently, W3QS can recognize only certain information source types (e.g. Postscriptor Latex �les) on its own. An ability of recognizing and parsing a larger set of source types(e.g. articles on distributed databases) will greatly enhance W3QL's querying ability.WebSuite includes one more component that we have not discussed in this paper. The userinterface to Web data is rather limited. The navigational nature of most Web browsers provides arather narrow visual window, showing only one page at a time. Other visualization paradigms (e.g.[20, 13, 30, 33, 14]) enable the user to work with groups of documents and highlight issues such as thenetwork structure and the documents content. However, they are still rather isolated from the localuser environment and the other applications the user is working with. To overcome these limitations,we have developed a graphical interactor, VRG, that uses virtual reality as a user interface forviewing and interacting with data from the Web as well as from other sources. VRG relatedmaterial may be found at http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~anda/files/WebSuite.html.AcknowledgmentsTova Milo thanks Serge Abiteboul and Sophie Cluet for their contribution to the development ofthe formal foundation of the data translation system W3TRANS.References[1] S. Abiteboul, S. Cluet, T. Milo. Querying the �le. Proc. of Intl. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases,Dublin, 1993[2] S. Abiteboul, S. Cluet and T. Milo, A database interface for �les update, Proc. ACM SIGMOD Int.Conf. on Management of Data, May 1995.[3] S. Abiteboul, S. Cluet, and T. Milo. Correspondence and Translation for Heterogeneous Data. In Proc.Int. Conf. on Database Theory (ICDT) 1997, pages 351-363. 1997.17



that a folder does not correspond to a physical �le, since a message can be included in any numberof folders. Task queues are also folders; this illustrates one way of sharing data across clients. Amessage is identi�ed as requiring an action, and is put into a task queue, possibly after a commenton the required action has been added. Other sources and consumers of structured data are theaddress book, meeting calendar manager, task queues, and the bibliographic manager.Of course, some of the data contains (long) text �elds, for example (parts of) papers. We positthat even these should be viewed as having some structure in addition to the textual part. Theseadditional �elds could be the language (e.g., Latex), an id, and a few more �elds that can be usefulfor version management. A pure text �le, suitable for editor operation, can easily be generated asneeded, and after changes are complete, it can be checked back into the version manager.An important point is that one can associate a speci�c behavior with a folder. The simplestexample is displaying the �elds that are de�ned for the folder. Di�erent folders may be associatedwith di�erent �le organizations. In many cases, it may be possible to make a good guess about acandidate folder from information in the incoming message, so that an appropriate suggestion andformat of presentation are selected by the mailer. Such information may be useful also for decidingthe relative signi�cance of a message, since a mailer can be programmed to reorder incoming mailby signi�cance, and even to not display mail about some topics. While some such informationmay be gleaned from the headers, in most cases it will depend on the contents, and it is typicallyhighly dependent on the user. For this purpose, the W3LEARN module is a natural candidate forperforming preliminary analysis of incoming messages. We intend to explore this avenue.We briey discuss some other potential clients. Most scientists have a personal bibliogra-phy database, say in Bibtex format. As text �les, simple queries using grep are supported, butthis format has �elds, so it supports complex queries. A bibliography manager will allow oneto collect/enter new items (for example by using WGDB, W3QS, W3LEARN and W3TRANS,as explained in the previous section), to create an initial bibliography �le for a paper by posingqueries, collecting the results in temporary �les, browsing to delete some items and merging into apermanent �le to be stored by the version manager. Such a manager can be extended to support aview of items as objects, with speci�c behavior. For example, a conference series might support aspeci�c style of printing the conference reference, with the date and location added as appropriate.Another important client is the task queue. In principle, there can be more than one task queue.Queue management should go beyond insert and delete, to supporting reordering, and to recordingrelevant actions. A meeting calendar is essentially such a queue, with facilities for displaying orprinting.8 ConclusionsIn this paper we presented a system for searching, collecting, integrating and managing Web data.The system consists of �ve tools, each is aimed at solving one fundamental problem encounteredwhen attempting to utilize Web data. Each tool can be used in a stand-alone mode, in combinationwith the other tools, or even in conjunction with other systems. The combination of these toolsenables the building of complex Web based applications in a exible way.We have experimented with the tools, and with mixing and matching them, in constructingcombined applications. We believe that, in general, systems that are developed in such a modularfashion can be more powerful than those developed in a monolithic centralized manner. This isbecause (1) each component is developed by experts in the tool's speci�c area of application, andthus is state of the art for the speci�c task, and (2) one can use expertise from a variety of areas(e.g. in our system, AI and Databases) to enrich the system capabilities. This e�ort points to a16



7 The Personal Information Manager (PIM)7.1 The Main IdeaThe Personal Information Manager (PIM) is used to manage data collected from the Web as wellas from other sources. One can view PIM as residing in a layer above the previously describedtools, taking advantage of the many services provided by WebSuite's, as well as other, tools.Currently, a signi�cant part of the daily work of scientists and other professionals revolvesaround their workstation/PC. Many tools now support graphical window-based interfaces. Thereseems to be a much slower convergence for the data storage and handling component. A usernormally views directly the �le system and has to be aware of, and responsible for, the location ofdirectories and �les. Many tools do not exploit the potential of structured data, and when they do,it is often a tool-speci�c view of the structure. Di�erent tools tend to share only the byte-orientedview of the data. The main idea underlying PIM is to explore Database ideas and technologies sothat �rst, that much of the schema and storage organization tasks can be automated, and secondto facilitate the sharing of data and its structure (where available and relevant) across all tools andapplications employed by a user.PIM consists of modules of two kinds: services and clients. The services include a suite of toolsfor data management: a schema manager, a browser, a query language, a bu�er manager, indexingtools, and so on. Clients are the tools used for everyday work: a mailer, a bibliography manager, anaddress book, a meeting calendar, a task queues, and a version manager for papers and software.Many projects that deal with data from multiple sources face the issue of deciding on a datamodel. Choices include the relational model [23], or a light weight object model [34]. We haveopted for exibility. Our query language supports a rich object model, that includes the relationaland nested relational models as special cases. That is, structures can be nested, and both valuesand objects are supported. This allows a user to use a relational model for one application, and anobject model for another. Additionally, we allow individual records in a �le to have �elds that arenot in the �le's schema; these should be supported by the query language.The basic facilities o�ered by the data services layer are as follows. One can compose andexecute queries; query results are held in temporary �les, which can be browsed and updated,and can be made permanent. The query processor relies on the schema manager to supply theinformation needed to process queries.Personal information (as handled today) consists of thousands of �les; yet, most �les are quitesmall. That is, from a database perspective, the volume of data is relatively small, and for reason-able processing strategies, performance is not expected to be an issue. On the other hand, sincethe data involves many subjects and possibly many formats, schema and storage management needto provide enhanced support. In particular, one should be able to browse and update the schema.To support many �le formats, a suitable DDL will be developed. The W3TRANS module will beused to enable the query processor to read from and write to �les of various formats.7.2 An Example of an Implemented Client: The Mailer ClientA lot of the data relevant to everyday work originates in e-mail messages. Except for messagesthat are discarded right away, most messages need to be stored in a way that facilitates subsequentretrieval and manipulation. Now, a message has a few �elds that are of interest: sender identity ande-mail address, time of arrival, subject and body. Additional �elds are added when the message isreceived: an id; an expiry date (to allow the system to purge old messages automatically); recordingof a response (or responses) and a pointer to it; one or more folders; keywords; and to-do �elds.Most of these can easily be added by choosing from menus, and many have default values. Note15



the Web pages satisfying the conditions of the query). Next, each document in the result isevaluated by the statistical-learning tool (W3LEARN) to determine whether it consists of a listingof publications. Technically, W3LEARN gives an estimation of the relevance of the data in thedocument to the subject of interest (i.e., listings of publications, in our case). Note that thestatistical-learning tool must have been previously trained on a large sample of documents in orderto acquire the capability of discerning between documents that contain listings of publicationsand those that do not. If the document consists of publications, W3LEARN further analyzes thedocument and adds tags, according to a predetermined format, for indicating author names, titles,etc.Now the user should activate the data translation (W3TRANS) tool in order to translate eachtagged document into a collection of local relations (representing the publications found in thatdocument). W3TRANS is activated through the interface shown in Fig. 5, in which the user isrequired to specify the formats of the data source and the desired output, and the translationprogram between those formats. In this particular example, all these three parameters are knownin advance and can be selected from the appropriate menus. Note that this is not a coincidence.Once W3LEARN has been trained to tag a document, the set of possible tags is known in advance,and therefore the local relations into which the document is to be translated can also be determinedin advance (since null values do not present any problem in our system); similarly, the translationprogram can also be determined in advance once the data-source and output formats are known.So, after choosing the appropriate formats and translation program, W3TRANS is activatedfor the given tagged document, and the output is the URL of a �le that contains the new localrelations (created from that tagged document). Now, these new local relations have to be addedto the global database (W3GDB). To accomplish this task, the form of Fig. 6 is used. In thatform, the user speci�es the name of the new collection of local relations, and the URL of the �lecontaining those relations. Next, the user has to de�ne rules that map the local relations to theglobal ones; the form of Fig. 7 is used for that purpose. Some of the rules used in our case are asfollows. glAuthor(AutId; AutName; AutLink; AutEmail; AutPhone; AutFax) :�tauAuthors(AutId; AutName):glPubAutInst(PubId; AutId; InstId; GrantNo) :�InstId =0 TAU 0; tauPubAuthor(AutId; PubId):Note that variables in the head that do not appear in the body will later be replaced by null values,as described earlier. Since the same local schema is used whenever possible, the rules are almostthe same in most (if not all) cases. However, information that is unique to a local source can beinserted through the rules rather than directly into the local relations. For example, the instituteID is inserted through the second rule. The advantage of this approach is that it is much easier tomodify the rules for a speci�c local database than to modify W3TRANS.After incorporating the new local relations in W3GDB, the original W3GDB query has to bere-submitted, and the result is shown in Fig. 8 as a list of tuples. Note that an attribute thatappears without a value has a null value. 14



6 Cooperative Publications Querying|WGDB,W3LEARN,W3TRANSand W3QSSo far we presented four tools, each aiming at solving one speci�c Web-related problem (the �fthtool is described in the following section). By combining the tools in di�erent ways, one can builda wide range of applications and overcome many of the limitations in existing systems for utilizingWeb data.To illustrate this, we describe below an application that was built using the tools. The appli-cation supports queries about publications of Computer Science researchers. The global database(W3GDB) provides a schema containing information about publications, their titles, authors, etc.,and the user can pose queries against that schema. The data for the global database is derivedfrom many local databases, where each local database represents some information source foundon the Web. However, the global database does not contain all the relevant information sourcesthat exist on the Web, and part of the application consists of searching for new information sourcesand incorporating them into the global database. The application user interface is implemented asa sequence of HTML forms. The user interface controls the interaction with the global database,and is also used to connect to the other components of the system (each of those components hasits own user interface).Typically, a user of this particular application starts by posing a query about publications. Thequery is phrased with respect to the relations of the global database schema. The user interfacefor phrasing the query is in the style of Query-By-Example. In the �rst form (Fig. 2) shown to theuser, the list of the relations of the global database schema is presented, and the user is asked tocheck the relations that will participate in the query. The query is the natural join of the relationschecked by the user, and in addition to the natural join, the user is also allowed to specify a selectionand a projection, as shown in the form of Fig. 3. Note that in that form, the user checks theattributes that appear in the result (i.e., speci�es the projection), and also speci�es a selection foreach attribute. In this particular example, there is one selection, namely PubArea = `Databases'.Once the de�nition of the query is completed, the query is submitted for execution by clicking onthe Submit button.The query is executed by translating it into queries on the local relations (using the appropriaterules stored in W3GDB), and the user can view the result as a set of tuples. Suppose that theresult does not contain su�cient information (e.g., the user was looking for publications coauthoredby Milo, but could not �nd any). In this case, the user should activate other tools of the systemin order to �nd new information sources on the Web that may contain the information he/she islooking for. The search for new information sources starts with a W3QL query. One speci�c queryis shown in Fig. 4. This particular query starts a search in a speci�ed page (i.e., speci�ed byits URL) and looks for pages connected to the �rst one via a single hyperlink that contains thecharacter string bib. Moreover, the pages reached in this way should contain the character stringMilo. Thus, pages are retrieved based on how they are reached as well as their contents. Thequery (in this example) may seem a bit contrived, but the principle should be clear. The user maycombine any condition on the contents of Web pages (e.g., appearance of some keywords in thosepages) as well as any condition on the location of those Web pages and how they are connected toother pages on the Web (e.g., search only Web pages that are \close by", i.e. that can be reachedby following at most two hyperlinks from some page located on a Web server of a Computer ScienceDepartment). Thus, the user is able not just to incorporate knowledge about the contents of thepages he/she is looking for, but also incorporate knowledge on how those pages are interconnected.The W3QL query is submitted to, and executed by, W3QS. The result is a list of URLs (of13



n2: PERLCOND 'n2.author.content =~ /Jones/i && n2.author.content =~/Smith/i';The PERLCOND program extracts the author �eld of the Latex �le and veri�es that it containsthe strings \Jones" and \Smith".The resulting query is:SelectFrom n1,l1,n2wheren1 in {http://www.west.edu/datamining/publications.html};n1: PERLCOND '(n1.content =~ /Jones/i) &&(n1.content =~ /Smith/i)';n2: PERLCOND ' (n2.format =~ /Latex/i)';n2: PERLCOND 'n2.author.content =~ /Jones/i && n2.author.content =~/Smith/i';using ISEARCHdFinally, we may know a starting point at West University but not the exact location of the DataMining Group. We can modify the �rst few lines of the above query to search through the Westsite. The expression (nx,lx) denotes an unbounded path of length 1 or more. The query needs tobe further modi�ed if we stipulate that the Data Mining group is accessible from West's startingpage with a path of length less than 4. For clarity, this further modi�cation is omitted.SelectFrom n0,l0,(nx,lx),l1,n1,l2,n2n0 in {http://www.west.edu};nx in {/www.west.edu/};n1: PERLCOND '(n1.content =~ /Jones/i) &&(n1.content =~ /Smith/i)';n2: PERLCOND ' (n2.format =~ /Latex/i)';n2: PERLCOND 'n2.author.content =~ /Smith/i && n2.author.content =~/Jones/i';using ISEARCHdThe above are merely simple examples of W3QL's capabilities. For example, not always doesone know the search starting points, or cares to specify them. In such cases, one may obtain startingpoints from an established search service (e.g. Infoseek at www.infoseek.com), and proceed fromthese points. This entails specifying, within a W3QL query, the search service http address and howthe query forms (of the search service) are to be �lled. Thus, one can use existing search servicesas database-like indexes. W3QS o�ers intuitive interfaces to partially automate query writing.Among the more important features of W3QL are the ability to specify arbitrary booleanconditions on nodes and links, the ability to use previous form �lling activities to navigate throughforms (and to prompt the user on encountering new forms), the ability to de�ne (refreshed) views,and the ability to analyze �le formats (e.g. checking the author of a Latex �le). One may viewW3QL as a mechanism for specifying information retrieval agents (or robots). W3QL searches canbe more sophisticated than those provided by search services such as AltaVista or Yahoo. Suchservices may be used from within W3QL queries.12



client. The client can either fetch an existing translation program from the server and activate itlocally, or write a new program. Once the translation is done, the client asks the server to exportthe translated data to the appropriate target source. As assistance to the user, both the source andthe target data (in their middleware format) can be displayed on a graphic window. Some bene�tsof the architecture are:� For security reasons, it is better to grant access to the external sources (part of which aredatabases), only to one user - which is the W3TRANS server.� The most extensive computation - the parsing and activation of the TreeLog program, is doneat the client. Thus, avoiding a bottleneck at the server.The architecture also complies with the current Java requirement that all the communication of aJava client (Applet) is done through the server from which the client applet was loaded.5 W3QL and W3QSW3QL [24] is a high level query language designed to operate against the WWW. W3QS is asystem that provides a W3QL implementation and additional services. W3QL related materialmay be found at http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~konop/w3qs.html. W3QS is accessible athttp://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~W3QS.W3QL is a SQL-like query language. It enables specifying patterns over the WWW (viewed asa \directed graph") as well as specifying content conditions. Unlike SQL, the W3QL \From List"is a list of paths. Paths may be unbounded, i.e. the path's edges may be left unspeci�ed. W3QLallows specifying a limit on the length of unbounded paths. The current W3QL implementationallows only a single path in the \From List".One can write W3QL queries to specify useful tasks. To get a taste of W3QL's queryingabilities, consider the following problem. We'd like to search through a site, say the Data Mininggroup publications at West University (http://www.west.edu/datamining/publications.html)and look for papers in Latex format that are authored by Smith and Jones. Here is our �rst cutinto the problem:SelectFrom n1,l1,n2wheren1 in {http://www.west.edu/datamining/publications.html};n1: PERLCOND '(n1.content =~ /Jones/i) &&(n1.content =~ /Smith/i)';n2: PERLCOND ' (n2.format =~ /Latex/i)';using ISEARCHdThis speci�es a pattern consisting of page n1 pointing via link l1 to page n2. In addition, n2should be a Latex �le. Also, page n1 should contain the strings Jones (/i means case independentmatching) and Smith. This is not yet what we want, since currently we know that page n1 containsboth Jones and Smith, but there is no guarantee that page n2 (the Latex �le) is actually co-authoredby them. The following condition ensures co-authoring:11



A di�erence is that we view the children of each vertex as ordered. This is crucial to describe lists,an essential component of the DX formats.Each data source that is to be exposed to the Web community is expected to provide a mappingto/from the middleware format. The representation of each source inside the middleware is veryclose to the structure of data in the source, so the implementation of such a mapping is fairlyeasy. For example, a SGML document can be represented by the parse tree of the document. Arelational database can be represented by a tree whose root represents the whole database, andhaving one child for each relation (labeled with the relation name). These nodes will have childrenrepresenting the tuples in the relation, and having a child for each of the attributes.The fact that the data representation is close to the source format means that the representationof the various sources inside the middleware can be di�erent. So the translation scheme consists of3 phases:(i) In the �rst phase, data is imported from the source to the middleware data model to yield aforest-like representation that is hiding details unnecessary for the restructuring (e.g., tags orparsing information).(ii) Then, the data is translated from one abstract representation to the other.(iii) Finally, the data is exported to the target.Fig. 1 displays our translation scheme.For part (ii) of the translation scheme (translations inside the middleware), we use the TreeLoglanguage [3, 29]. It is a rule-based language, with a �xpoint semantics, in the avor of Datalog. Itdi�ers from other rule-based languages in its strong tree-awareness: it provides syntactic constructsto search and build complex trees that represent data.For lack of space we cannot give here a formal de�nition of the middleware model and theTreeLog language, nor can we demonstrate how the language is used for de�ning useful translations.More details and examples of translation programs can be found in [3, 29].Nevertheless, we would like to point out one signi�cant advantage of the language with respectto updates. Assume some data has been extracted and translated from one format to the other,and then was updated in the target system. To propagate the update back to the source, one needsto know the correspondence among the various pieces of data in the two systems, and also to havean inverse translation, mapping data from the target format to the source. Interestingly it turnsout that in most practical cases, translation, correspondences between data elements, and inversetranslations, can all be automatically derived from one TreeLog program [3]. This is an importantresult. It saves on writing di�erent speci�cations for each sub-component of the data integrationtask, and also helps in avoiding inconsistent speci�cations.4.2 ImplementationThe ideas above have been implemented and tested in a prototype system, called W3TRANS (seehttp://www.math.tau.ac.il/~pinim/w3trans-home.html ). It currently supports the HTML,SGML, RELDB (relational format), and O2 (an object oriented system), data formats.The system is written in Java and built in a client-server architecture. The server stores a set ofcommon translation programs, and is in charge of communicating with the various data sources forimporting/exporting data. When a client wants to perform a translation, it connects to the server,and asks for some data to be imported. The server, on behalf of the client, sends the request to therelevant data source. The data (after being mapped to the middleware format) is then sent to the10



prize-collecting salesmen,<LINK>http://www.math.tau.ac.il/~azar/kmst.ps.gz<JOURNAL>Proceeding of 27th STOC,<MONTH><YEAR>1995The important ingredient of this tool is that it can handle erroneous, noisy, and irregular input.However, it can also make errors in its labeling, classi�cation and segmentation. It is thus importantthat the other components of the system, or other users of these tools, are robust enough to dealwith statistical tagging mistakes.4 The Translator (W3TRANS)A primary motivation for new database technology is to provide support for the broad spectrumof multimedia data available on the network. These data are stored under di�erent formats: aspeci�c database vendor format, SGML or Latex (documents), DX formats (scienti�c data), Step(CAD/CAM data), etc. Their integration is a very active �eld of research and development, (seefor instance, for a very small sample, [9, 6, 7, 10, 8, 18, 31, 32, 1, 11, 2]).A key observation is that, often, the application programs used by organizations can only handledata of a speci�c format. (e.g. Web browsers, like Netscape, expect �les in HTML format, andrelational databases expect relations). To enable a speci�c tool to manipulate data coming fromvarious sources, a translation phase must take place{the data (in the source format) need be mappedto the format expected by the application.Currently two kinds of tools are available for mapping from one format into another one: (i)specialized tools that perform a default mapping from one format to another (e.g., from Latex toHTML[39]) and (ii) more general tools allowing the user to specify a mapping (e.g., ICA[27]). Thetools of the former kind are easy to use but are very limited since they do not allow the user tocustomize mappings. In fact, the user does not know a priori how the data will be translated [36].Although more satisfactory, the tools of the latter kind still have many drawbacks: (i) they are verydi�cult to use, (ii) they often do not keep the correspondences between the various componentsof the source data and those of the translated data, and they do not provide good support forinverse translations; this makes it very di�cult to propagate updates (on the translated data) backto the source, (iii) they do not use a declarative language and thus can hardly be analyzed foroptimization or update purposes [17].The goal is to build a translation tool that will overcome the above shortcomings, and alloweasy speci�cation of a mapping via a declarative language.4.1 System OverviewAt the heart of the solution are (1) a middleware data model to which various data sources aremapped, and (2) a declarative language, called TreeLog, for specifying data translation within themiddleware model.The choice of the middleware data model is clearly essential|it serves as a common ground forall the data sources, and has to provide a clean abstraction of the di�erent formats in which dataare stored. The model we use consists of ordered labeled trees. It is simple, yet general enough tocapture the essence of the formats we have mentioned. Our model is similar to the one used in [7]and to the OEM model for semi-structured data (see, e.g., [19, 32]). (This is not surprising sincethe data formats that motivated these works are part of the formats that we intend to support.)9



The input �le to this tool can be (but is not always only) a HTML �le which contains bibliog-raphy items, such as:<LI> Synchronization power depends on the register size. Y. Afek and G. Stupp,<A HREF="ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/afek/focs93.ps.gz"> In Proceeding ofthe 34th Ann IEEE Symp on Foundations of Computer Science, pages 196-205,November, 1993.<LI> March, 96. D. Aiger and D. Cohen-Or, Real-TimeUltrasound Imaging Simulation,<A HREF="ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/daniel/ultra.ps.gz"><LI> N. Alon, Y. Matias and M. Szegedy,<A HREF="ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/noga/AMS.ps.Z"> Thespace complexity of approximating the frequency moments, Proceeding of the28th ACM STOC, 1996.<LI> Improved approximation guarantees for minimum-weightk-trees and prize-collecting salesmen, Proceeding of 27th STOC, 1995,277-283. B. Awerbuch, Y. Azar, A. Blum, S. Vempala, <A HREF="http://www.math.tau.ac.il/~azar/kmst.ps.gz">The output of the segmentation tool on this �le portion looks as follows (and is in the formrequested by the W3TRANS tool).<BIB><AUTHORS> <AUTHOR>Y. Afek <AUTHOR>G. Stupp<TITLE>Synchronization power depends on the register size.<LINK>ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/afek/focs93.ps.gz<JOURNAL>In Proceeding of the 34th Ann IEEE Symp on Foundations of ComputerScience,<MONTH>November<YEAR>1993<BIB><AUTHORS> <AUTHOR>D. Aiger <AUTHOR>D. Cohen Or<TITLE>Real-Time Ultrasound Imaging Simulation,<LINK>ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/daniel/ultra.ps.gz<JOURNAL><MONTH>March<YEAR>96<BIB><AUTHORS> <AUTHOR>N. Alon <AUTHOR>Y. Matias <AUTHOR>M. Szegedy<TITLE>The space complexity of approximating the frequency moments,<LINK>ftp://ftp.math.tau.ac.il/pub/noga/AMS.ps.Z<JOURNAL>Proceeding of the 28th ACM STOC,<MONTH><YEAR>1996<BIB><AUTHORS> <AUTHOR>B. Awerbuch <AUTHOR>Y. Azar <AUTHOR>A. Blum <AUTHOR>S.Vempala<TITLE>Improved approximation guarantees for minimum-weight k-trees and8



3.1 Statistical �le categorizationThe �rst issue addressed by statistical learning techniques is automatic �le (URL) categorization,based on initial training data provided by the user. We developed a new algorithm for extractinge�cient statistical signatures that enable sequential hypothesis testing of two (or more) �le sources[37].The method is based on automatic identi�cation of a minimal set of strings that provide maxi-mal statistical discriminability of the given categories. In the training phase the algorithm generatesa \dictionary" of strings, often but not always words, which are statistically discriminative amongthe di�erent categories. The discrimination power of each such string is determined by the discrim-inating information, i.e., the cross-entropy of the string distributions in the two categories,D[p1jp2] =Xx p1(x) log p1(x)p2(x) ; (1)where x is a string in the dictionary and pi(x) its empirical probability in the i-th category. Thepairwise measure is extended to several categories by Bayes law.A small example of such a dictionary is given in the table below, which is a small part ofthe Computer Science bibliography tagging dictionary. The training complexity amounts to twopasses through the training strings, keeping only strings which are su�ciently informative. Thecross-entropy, estimated from the training data, also provides estimates of the test size and level ofcon�dence of the categorization.String Distribution(a) 0.004132 0.491736 0.475207 0.004132 0.004132 0.004132 0.004132 0.004132 0.004132 0.004132(abstract) 0.045455 0.590909 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455 0.045455(acm) 0.007143 0.007143 0.935714 0.007143 0.007143 0.007143 0.007143 0.007143 0.007143 0.007143(adaptation) 0.357143 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429(almost) 0.071429 0.357143 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429 0.071429(alcom) 0.023810 0.023810 0.785714 0.023810 0.023810 0.023810 0.023810 0.023810 0.023810 0.023810The above table shows a short segment of the tagging dictionary. Each column correspondsto a speci�c category. Each string is shown with its empirical probability in the di�erent taggingcategories.3.2 Automatic statistical taggingThe second technique we developed is automatic segmentation of text into �elds with statisticallydistinguishable signatures, such as bibliography items. The method of the classi�cation is similarto the supervised hypothesis testing technique of the previous section, with additional informationthat comes from the temporal order of the items and from knowledge of the possible �eld separators.The essence of the problem here is in the fast switching between the di�erent statistical sources ofthe various �elds. Here it is not only essential that the �elds are statistically well discriminated,but that there is also a stochastic switch which has to be identi�ed precisely. Here we use, forthe �rst time, the technique of hidden Markov models (HMM) for this task, where the di�erent�elds are considered as the hidden states of the Markov source. The training, in this case, is easilyperformed using \BIBTEX" �les, which are already tagged. This is also our output format.7



2.4 A Brief Comparison with Related WorkOur approach is similar to that of the Information Manifold [25] in the sense that it describesinformation sources as local relations and maps those local relations to the global ones. Othersystems (e.g., TSIMMIS [19] and HERMES [38]) concentrate on translating queries directly ratherthan by mapping local relations to global ones. But there are some important di�erences betweenour approach and the Information Manifold. We can easily handle null values, and therefore, ourapproach makes it quite easy to use the same local schema for information sources of a similarnature. The local schema does not have to be an exact reection of the structure of the data foundat an information source. Instead it may be just an \upper bound" of what we expect to �nd there.Null values are �lled in automatically when a tuple for a given relation has only partial information.Similarly, the mapping between the local and global relations does not change much when movingfrom one information source to another. Thus, the overhead in adding new information sourcesthat are similar to existing ones is minimal.A second important di�erence is in the mapping rules. In our approach, global relations areexpressed in terms of local relations, and therefore, translating a query on the global relations intoa query on the local relations is straightforward and is done by means of rule substitutions. In theInformation Manifold, local relations are expressed as views of the global relations, and therefore,evaluating a query requires sophisticated algorithms for view usability [26] that are either ine�cient(i.e., exponential) or nonexistent in the general case. The Information Manifold uses a heuristicapproach to solve the view-usability problem.3 Statistical Categorization and Tagging (W3LEARN)This tool can deal with fuzzy, noisy, and irregular input. This is essential in dealing with the largevariety and diversity of information sources over the Web.A database query is usually formulated in terms of concepts (e.g., relation names or class names)with a precise formal meaning that is not fully apparent to a casual user. Moreover, the terminologyand dictionary used are often very speci�c to a particular database and context. Thus, makinge�ective queries requires an understanding of the concepts and the precise words that describe thoseconcepts to a degree that is beyond the capabilities of a casual, non-expert user. This presents asevere problem when trying to build a query language for the large and diversi�ed amounts of dataon the Internet.So far, there has not been much work on the applicability of the emerging technology of machinelearning to this problem. What seems to be needed is moving, as much as possible, of the learning ofconcepts from the user to the machine. The methodology we apply to this task is that of statisticalpattern recognition, or statistical categorization from examples, using machine learning techniques.In learning from examples, an unknown input-output relation (\rule") is being randomly sampledto provide a set of training examples. From these training examples, a learning algorithm generatesan hypothesis relation, from an hypotheses class, that approximates the original input-output rule.Much is known by now about the quality of this approximation for many rules and hypotheses. Inparticular, under certain technical conditions we can guarantee good performance (low classi�cationerror) outside of the training sample, on arbitrary data taken from the same distribution as thetraining data. This essential property in machine learning is known as generalization. We have sofar applied the statistical learning techniques to two generic and fundamental problems: automatic�le (URL) categorization, and statistical segmentation (tagging) into semantic/syntactic �elds.While these are clearly general and very common problems, we have demonstrated our solution onclassi�cation and tagging of bibliography URL's, see Section 6.6



or di�erent information source). g1(X;Z) :� l(X;Z; Y ):g2(Z; Y ) :� l(X;Z; Y ):Given the above rules, the problem is how to represent a tuple of l that has only partial information.As an example, suppose that some tuple of l has values for the �rst and third columns, butnot for the second one. We can handle missing information by means of null values that areexpressed as logical terms (similarly to the way of de�ning logical object id's in F-logic [22]). So,for example, l(a; f2(l(a; null; b)); b) is a tuple of l with the values a and b in the �rst and thirdcolumns, respectively, and the null value f2(l(a; null; b)) in the second column. Note that the termrepresenting the null value is generated by applying the functor f2 to the tuple itself, and f2 is afunctor that is associated exclusively with the second column of l. This guarantees the uniquenessof null values (note that null is considered a constant symbol), and assures that, when a query isevaluated, di�erent null values are not \accidently" equated to yield superuous tuples that shouldnot be in the answer to the query.A second feature of our approach is the ability to map some information into the global relationsby encoding it directly into the mapping rules, without having to insert it �rst into the localrelations. Typically, we use this feature to insert information that is source dependent. For example,we may want to have for each publication an attribute Institute that speci�es the institute in whichthat publication was found. The information about the institute's name is not written explicitlyin listings of publications; rather, it is found in a URL or in some other Web page. Therefore, theeasiest way to do it, in our system, is through the mapping rules, as in the following example.g1(X;Z; Y; Institute) :� l(X;Z; Y ); Institute = `Tel-Aviv University':Inserting information directly in the mapping rules enables us to apply the same translation programof W3TRANS for generating l, regardless of the institute in which the information source was found.2.2 Experience with the SystemThe above approach has proven to be very useful in the application of querying publications (whichis described in Section 6). We de�ned one local schema that contains all the information we expectto �nd about publications. Therefore, the data translation tool (W3TRANS) had to be programmedonly once (i.e., only one translation program had to be written). Similarly, the rules de�ning themapping between the local and global relations needed only minimal changes when moving fromone information source to another. Typically, we had to change the names of local relations andsome information that is speci�c to an information source (e.g., the name of the institute in whichthe publications were found).2.3 ImplementationThe global-database tool (W3GDB) is implemented in Sicstus Prolog as a server that is availableto clients via the TCP/IP protocol. Currently, local relations are transferred to W3GDB as text�les, and they are not maintained to reect updates in the information sources. The special termsdenoting null values are added by W3GDB, and not by W3TRANS.It should be emphasized that W3GDB is not restricted just to the approach described above.It can also incorporate the approach based on view usability, as done in the Information Manifold.In fact, a hybrid approach that combines the two (i.e., view usability and the one described above)is also possible. Similarly, W3GDB can also incorporate algorithms that take into account bindingpatterns [35]. 5



�nd new information sources and translate their data into appropriate local databases.Thus, there is a single conceptual schema that is used to formulate queries, but there are manydi�erent local databases that are needed to answer those queries. One task of the W3GDB tool is totranslate queries on the global database into queries on the local databases and evaluate them. ButW3GDB also serves as a natural entry point into the system and as a coordinator that invokes othertools when needed. The reason is that using the global relations to formulate a query is the easiestway of �nding information, and only if this approach does not yield the desired information, shouldthe user start the more elaborate process of looking for additional information sources, translatingthem into local databases, mapping those databases into the global one and, �nally, resubmittingthe query to W3GDB in order to get a more accurate answer to his/her query.In summary, the functionalities provided by W3GDB are as follows. First, the ability to for-mulate queries against the global relations (i.e., the conceptual schema). Second, an evaluationof those queries with respect to the local relations representing the various information sources.Third, the ability to de�ne a local database for a new information source; that is, de�ne the localrelations of that local database and, by invoking other tools of the system, create actual data forthose relations from the information source. Fourth, the ability to de�ne the mapping between thenew local relations and the global relations.Providing the above functionalities, while at the same time cooperating smoothly and easilywith the other tools in a way that covers all aspects of querying and integrating heterogeneousinformation sources, is a source of some conicting requirements. For one, the whole idea behindthe two-level approach of local and global relations is to o�er maximum exibility in describinginformation sources vs. the rather rigid and coherent global schema that is more convenient for acasual user. But if this exibility is used liberally, it may mean that a lot of e�ort would haveto be invested into translating information sources into local relations. The reason is that in theW3TRANS tool, a separate translation program would have to be written for each output format.In our case, an instance of an output format is just an instance of a local schema (i.e., a schema ofa local database). So, if there is a lot of variations among the local schemas, then many di�erenttranslation programs would have to be written. Similarly, for each local database, there is a needto de�ne a mapping between the local relations and the global ones. That mapping depends onthe local schema. So, once again, many di�erent mappings would have to be de�ned if there is alot of variations among the local schemas. This is not just time consuming, but also error prone.In what follows we discuss remedies for these problems.2.1 Mapping Local Relations to Global RelationsOur approach to the de�nitions of local relations and their mappings to the global relations ischaracterized by the ability to reuse those de�nitions from one information source to anotherwhen those sources are of a similar nature (e.g., contain listings of publications). In that respect,our approach is di�erent, for example, from the approach of the pioneering Information Manifoldwork [25] that advocates local relations that �t as much as possible the structure of the data foundat the information source. In particular, in the Information Manifold, local relations should bede�ned so that they will not have null values. For W3GDB, we have developed an approach thatpermits null values, and consequently, there is more exibility in using the same local schema fordi�erent information sources.We use Datalog rules in order to map local relations to the global ones. For example, thefollowing rules de�ne the global relations g1 and g2 in terms of the local relation l; note that theremay be additional rules for g1 and g2 that de�ne them in terms of other local relations (of the same4



the required format. This mechanism is more general than most of the special-purpose wrappersdeveloped for speci�c Web applications [19, 23].To illustrate the advantages of such a combined system, we present in Section 6 an integrationscenario showing how the �rst four tools could be used to build a global database of publica-tions. A user may ask relational queries about publications through W3GDB, and he/she mayalso search the Web for new information sources about publications and add those sources to theglobal database. Ideally, the process of searching for new information sources and adding them tothe global database should be completely automatic. In reality, a considerable amount of humanintervention is needed in all systems proposed thus far for the task of searching for and integratingheterogeneous information sources. We believe that our approach drastically reduces the amountof human intervention needed for that task, and that reduction is achieved through several means.First, searching for new information sources is done by combining the capabilities of W3QLand W3LEARN. W3QL enables the user to phrase succinct queries that search only parts of theWeb that are deemed as relevant by the user. In Section 5, we give some examples of concreteW3QL queries that could be used to search the Web for lists of publications. W3LEARN serves asa completely automatic �lter that determines whether a given �le consists of a list of publications.Thus, there is no need to manually inspect the result of a W3QL query in order to determine which�les of the result are lists of publications.After locating a source of information about publications, there is a need to build a wrapper.Our approach for creating wrappers is both novel and powerful. It is based on a combination ofW3LEARN and W3TRANS, and it provides the ability to use the same wrapper for two informationsources that are statistically similar rather than precisely similar (i.e., have the same format). Thus,the number of di�erent wrappers that a user has to write is drastically reduced.After building a wrapper for a given information source, the user has to map the output of thatwrapper into the global database. Our approach for doing that is described in Section 2, where weexplain why our approach makes it easy to take mapping rules that were written for one informationsource and use those rules, with only minor modi�cations, for another information source.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next 4 sections, we briey describe each of�rst 4 tools, focusing on the functionality and novelty of each tool. Then in Section 6 we illustratehow the four tools can be combined together to construct useful Web applications, and provide adetailed example of such a construction. Section 7 then describes the �fth tool and explains how itcan also be integrated with the rest. Finally, the last section presents our conclusions and futureresearch directions.2 The Global Database (W3GDB)The global-database tool (W3GDB) provides a single, uni�ed view of Web-resident data. Naturally,the global database cannot encompass all the data on the Web, and it is more realistic to assumethe existence of a global database for each coherent slice of the Web. The application described inSection 6, for example, has a global database with information about publications. The purpose ofthe global database is to provide the capability of posing queries as if the user has to deal with asingle database system and not with a myriad of information sources all over the Web. The W3GDBtool provides a conceptual schema, cast in the relational model, and the user can formulate anyrelational query using the relations of the conceptual schema (also referred to as the global relations).However, the global relations are not materialized. Instead, each information source on the Webis represented as a separate local database, and the relations of that local database, called localrelations, are the ones that are actually materialized. In fact, other tools of our system are used to3



� Due to the huge amount of data, it is very di�cult to locate relevant information, and inparticular to focus on the more \reliable" ones.� The user is exposed to a large variety of data ranging from Web pages and �les to databasesand e-mail messages, and may want to utilize this variety of information in many di�erentways. This causes a big data organization problem, for which existing Web tools give verylittle support.Every developer of a Web application has to deal with, at least, some of the above issues [4,9, 6, 7, 10, 8, 18, 31, 32, 1, 11, 2]. When building a speci�c application, one often cannot a�ordto provide a fully general solution for the Web problems being encountered, but rather settle forsolving the special aspect for the task at hand. Of course, in this case, it is unlikely that the speci�csolution can be reused when developing other applications for some other aspects of the problem.In this work, we took a di�erent approach. Rather than focusing on building one speci�c Webapplication, we focused on building a set of tools, where each tool aims at solving one typicalWWWproblem. Each tool can be used in a stand-alone mode, in combination with the other tools, oreven in conjunction with other systems. Speci�c Web applications can then be built by using a\mix and match" approach, by combining some of the tools together.The contribution of the work is two fold. First, each tool being developed is a state of the arttool in its area, providing novel features and functionalities. Second, we show that the combinationof these general tools enables us to build powerful complex Web systems in a very exible way.The �ve tools developed in this work are the following (the order of tool listing corresponds to theproblem listing above):� A global database server, named W3GDB, that provides a global database view of Web datawhere data from various sources is integrated. It allows users to formulate queries againstthe integrated Web data in a standard database style.� A statistical-learning mechanism, called W3LEARN, for classifying, analyzing and taggingWeb data.� A data translator, named W3TRANS, that supports data translations among a broad spec-trum of both standard and ad-hoc data formats.� A query engine, called W3QS, and a query language, called W3QL, for querying the Web andfocusing on signi�cant data.� A personal information manager, PIM, that one can use to manage the data collected fromthe Web as well as from other sources.By combining these general tools in di�erent ways, one can build a wide range of applications andovercome many of the limitations in existing systems for utilizing Web data.For example, the Web query engine W3QS can utilize the capabilities of the statistical-learningclassi�cation mechanism (W3LEARN), and thus provide better data �ltering and selection thanmost Web search engines (e.g. [40, 16, 28]). This powerful combined search engine can, in turn,be used by the global database server, W3GDB, to locate the data sources needed by the globaldatabase server, and thus provide more reliable information.As another example, a powerful wrapper [19, 23] can be obtained by combining the data trans-lator and the statistical-learning mechanism. The statistical-learning mechanism can be used to tagsigni�cant components of HTML documents, and then the translator can map this tagged data into2



Contact Author: Oded Shmueliemail: oshmu@CS.Technion.AC.ILWebSuite|A Tool Suite For Harnessing Web DataCatriel Beeri, Gershon Elber, Tova Milo, Yehoshua Sagiv, Oded Shmueli, Naftali Tishby,Yakov Kogan, David Konopnicki, Pini Mogilevski, Noam SlonimAll Figures Appear at the End.AbstractWe present a system for searching, collecting, and integratingWeb-resident data. The systemconsists of �ve tools, where each tool provides a speci�c functionality aimed at solving one aspectof the complex task of using and managing Web data. Each tool can be used in a stand-alonemode, in combination with the other tools, or even in conjunction with other systems. Together,the tools o�er a wide range of capabilities that overcome many of the limitations in existingsystems for harnessing Web data. The paper describes each tool, possible ways of combiningthe tools, and the architecture of the combined system.1 IntroductionThe Internet , and in particular the World-Wide Web (WWW), provides a readily-available do-main of heterogeneous information sources. WWW technologies, including Web browsers andindex servers, facilitate a hypertext based navigation through the Internet as well as the abilityto search and access di�erent sorts of data. The rapid growth of the Web and the large amountof information accessible on it, make it a very appealing platform for the development of newapplications. However, there are many problems one encounters when trying to utilize Web data.� When �nding some potentially interesting data, it is di�cult to verify (automatically) thatthe data is indeed of the required type, and to extract the relevant pieces of information fromit. This is highly inuenced by the loose structure of information on the Web. Documentsare often only weakly structured using HTML tags, and the inner logical organization isuser dependent. For example, researchers have distinct ways for formatting bibliographicalinformation in their homepages. Thus, automatic extraction of, say, article titles, becomes adi�cult task.� There may be several sources containing signi�cant information on some speci�c topic. Thesources may contain complementary data, have some overlapping information, or may evenhave contradictory information. So, not only locating the signi�cant data sources is a problem,but also the utilization and integration of these sources in an appropriate way is a majorobstacle.� Information sources may contain data in di�erent formats. Some data (as in the bibliog-raphy example above) may be in some user de�ned format. Other data may obey morerigid standards like that of a particular database vendor, SGML or Latex (documents), DXformats (scienti�c data), Step (CAD/CAM data), etc. Applications need to handle thesedi�erent formats, and often may need to map from a certain format to some other standardor application-dependent format. 1


